Abstract. Objective: To analyze the methods and characteristics of animal model of oral ulcer and the characteristics of Chinese and Western medicine oral ulcer disease anastomosis. Methods: To summarize the characteristics of animal models of oral ulcers, modeling methods, analysis of oral ulcer animal model and clinical features of the anastomosis, according to oral ulcers in Western medicine diagnostic criteria and clinical features, to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the existing oral ulcer animal model and improve the recommendations. Results: At present, there are many methods of oral ulcer modeling, which reflects the characteristics of clinical symptoms of oral ulcer, but lacks the animal model which can reflect the characteristics of traditional Chinese medicine and western medicine, and lacks the method of evaluating oral ulcer model. conclusions: The establishment of a reliable oral ulcer evaluation method, establishing a disease -associated oral ulcer model is the focus of future research.
Introduction
Oral ulcers (oral ulcer) is one of the most common oral mucosal diseases. The prevalence rate of more than 10%. Mouth ulcers refers to oral mucosal epithelial cells shedding after epithelial damage, it is a common disease. Round or oval ulceration on the oral mucosa, superficial ulceration, pale yellow or white, central depression, neat edges, around to flush, is the main clinical manifestations of oral ulcers, additionally, ulcers can occur in the oral mucosa any site [1] . According to the depth of ulceration, ulceration in clinical divided into shallow and deep ulcers. Shallow ulceration attack mere to the epithelial surface, generally do not leave scars after healing. However, deep ulceration was able to damage the deep connective tissue, leaving scars after healing. Clinical oral ulcers can be divided into: recurrent oral ulcers, behcet's disease, oral mucosal injury ulcers, vesicular stomatitis, erythema multiforme, tuberculous ulcers, contact stomatitis, necrotizing gingivostomatitis and cancerous ulcer. Wherein the recurrent oral ulcers, traumatic ulcers and herpetic stomatitis most common. Cancerous ulcer is the most dangerous [2] . Currently, the methods to establish the model of oral ulcers are mainly immune induction method, chemotherapy method, burning method, mechanical method, inducing bacterial infection method, radiation method, chemical burning method [3] . Oral ulcers, although not severe, but can affect the patient's eating, talking, and easy to relapse, affecting the quality of life of patients. Because the cause of the disease is not entirely clear, clinical efficacy has yet to be improved. Clinically, to extend the cycle of ulcers, shorten the onset time, systemic medication and local symptomatic treatment to relieve pain and promote ulcer healing [4] .
Oral Ulcers Etiology and Pathogenesis

Oral Ulcers Modern Medicine Etiology and Pathogenesis
Western medicine perspective, oral ulcers may be associated with immune dysfunction, bacterial or viral infections, metabolic disorders, vitamin deficiency, endocrine abnormalities, digestive disorders and mental factors. Principle of treatment is to prevent secondary infection, relieve pain, promote healing and shorten the course of treatment, to avoid recurrence [5] . At present oral ulcer drugs commonly used in clinical treatment are:vitamin, antibacterial drugs, topical application promote epithelial healing drugs, designed to alleviate pain, promote ulcer healing. Severe cases, the use of immunosuppressive agents, however, such drugs toxic side effects.
Etiology and pathogenesis and treatment of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) of oral ulcers
Oral ulcers belonging "aphtha", "mouth ulcers" category in the field of TCM. The Plain Question· Gas Alternating Large Theory He said: "The golden years less, flames upward ...... people sick mouth sores, and even the heartache,shows that fire-evil is a causative factor of aphthous. To Treat Patients On The Tongue Door written by Chao Yuan Fang Sui Dynasty ,Say: "Hand lack of Yin, through the heart, the heart air through the tongue; full lunar, after the spleen, spleen gas reaches the mouth, internal organs excessive heat, heat to the Heart and gas rushed mouth and his tongue, it makes mouth sores. "This indicates that there is hot and humid in the heart has a close relationship with oral ulcers, heat toxin upside into the mouth, which led to occurrence of oral ulcers. While Chinese medicine believes that oral dirty and susceptible to foul toxicity causes mouth ulcers, tongue is the the seedlings of heart, Splenic pulse in the tongue, heat toxin filled, intrinsic Heart and after Heat toxin susceptible to heart along Meridians, the Yin and Blood consumption, Qi stagnation, the skin lost in Ruyang, Firelight on inflammation, splenic fever upstream steam fumigation tongue, oral ulcers generated. 
Clinical Characteristics of Oral Ulcers Oral Ulcers Diagnostic Criteria and Clinical Manifestations of Western Medicine is Shown In
Clinical manifestations
TCM believes that this disease in the oral topical but is closely related to body organs dysfunction, ancient physicians believe that brimming heat of the heart and spleen, fire excess from Yin deficiency, deficiency of qi and blood deficiency of both lung and stomach yin, flaring up of deficient fire, deficiency of spleen and stomach, virtual fire pan.Chinese medicine-discrimination analysis of oral ulcer is shown in table 2. 
Discussions
Oral ulcers Western etiology and pathogenesis is unknown,at present, it is related to many factors such as heredity, autoimmune, imbalance of copper and zinc in the human body, iron deficiency, microcirculation disturbance, local trauma and infection. The disease is mostly in the category of "sores" of traditional Chinese medicine, Local treatment combined with systemic therapy [14] . Oral ulcers are not only associated with these factors, but also with environmental factors, systemic diseases (gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer, cirrhosis, biliary tract disease [15] , etc.), psychological factors [16] (interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, etc.) related. Most of the existing models showed significant tenderness, ulcer around the mucosal congestion, ulcers were round or oval, surrounded by flush around; but the biochemical indicators failed to show it. At present, the common animal model of oral ulcer model rabbits, rats, guinea pigs, golden hamster and so on. There are many methods for the preparation of animal models of oral ulcers, such as immune induction method, chemotherapy, electrocautery method, mechanical method, bacterial infection induction method, radiation method, chemical burning method and so on. ,
Has not yet formed a unified standard animal model, nor oral ulcer animal model evaluation method. Oral ulcer model is mostly Western medicine pathological model, oral ulcer animal model of the study, although there are many, but not based on traditional Chinese medicine to reproduce the oral ulcer animal model. Superimposed on the basis of the existing model of oral ulcers, the establishment of disease with animal model which has the characteristics of TCM syndromes, more suitable for Chinese medicine related research.
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